Art Guidelines
VividBoards are distinctive because they allow for the use of so many interesting and
attractive graphic elements including the ability to write across the entire surface. If you plan
on designing your own VividBoard, below are the specifications needed to turn your art into a
VividBoard.
877.543.2999 | info@vividboard.com

Art Delivery Specifications
In order to deliver a high quality image, the following specifications
must be met:
• File Format: PDF.
• Resolution: 300 dpi or higher @ final board size.
• Fonts: All must be in outline format.
Customer supplied artwork is considered ready for production. If you
cannot meet these requirements, our VividDesign team will be happy
to provide design services to either fix or create artwork. Additional
charges will apply. Please speak with your Account Manager for
more information.
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Use of Photos and Logos

By providing images, graphics and logos on your artwork, you
are warranting that they are all free from copyright restriction or
infringement and you have the authority to reproduce them.
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Font Specifications

We recommend not using any fonts on your board smaller than 20
point. This will ensure the text is readable from 10 feet away.
Please convert all fonts to outline format before saving to a PDF.
This will prevent any translation issues.

Lorem Ipsum
Lorem Ipsum
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PMS

Color Matching

CMYK

Because we use a heat sublimation process to create your VividBoard,
we cannot guarantee exact color matches, but we will make every effort
to get as close as we can.

RGB

In order to match to a specific color, we will need to know the PMS
values for the specific colors you would like us to match.

Pantone Matching System
PANTONE®
259C
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NO
BLEED

FULL
BLEED

A proprietary color space used in a variety of industries,
primarily printing, though sometimes in the manufacture of
colored paint, fabric, and plastics.

Sizing and Board Dimensions

All artwork must be submitted in final board size in order to prevent any
distortions during production. That means your artwork needs to be
24”x36” if you want your board to be that size. Some helpful hints:
• Take into account the frame coverage in your design. Your
account manager can provide you with frame coverage for your
specific project.
• Keep in mind the “bleed” of your artwork. Full bleed artwork
goes all the way to the edge of the frame and no bleed stops
before the frame.

ARTWORK NO BLEED vs.
FULL BLEED

• Save your PDF at 300dpi or greater.
FRAME COVERAGE
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Proofs

All artwork to be used in the production of your product will be
e-mailed to you as a digital proof. These proofs are your final look
at artwork before entering production, and MUST be approved
and e-mailed back in a timely manner. Your signed approval is our
authorization for processing and is considered FINAL for production
and invoice purposes.
Extra time spent on any changes, revisions, resubmission, etc., will
result in additional charges.

PROOF
APPROVAL
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